1. Introduction. The classical groups referred to here are the full linear, symplectic t orthogonal, and unitary groups. These are groups of linear transformations operating on a finite-dimensional linear vector space over a (commutative) field. In order to save time, we shall not repeat the usual definitions of the groups but shall proceed directly to definitions 1 which are meaningful for the infinite-as well as the finite-dimensional case. At the same time, the condition that the coefficient domain be commutative will be relaxed and semi-linear as well as linear transformations will be admitted.
1. Introduction. The classical groups referred to here are the full linear, symplectic t orthogonal, and unitary groups. These are groups of linear transformations operating on a finite-dimensional linear vector space over a (commutative) field. In order to save time, we shall not repeat the usual definitions of the groups but shall proceed directly to definitions 1 which are meaningful for the infinite-as well as the finite-dimensional case. At the same time, the condition that the coefficient domain be commutative will be relaxed and semi-linear as well as linear transformations will be admitted.
The main objectives in this address are to describe the structure of isomorphisms between two such generalized classical groups and to outline some of the methods used in studying these isomorphisms. It turns out that the isomorphisms are, roughly speaking, induced by isomorphisms between the underlying vector spaces on which the transformations act.
In the case of the full linear group in finite dimensions, this problem (for automorphisms) has been considered by Schreier and van der Waerden [l2] 2 when the coefficient domain is commutative, and by Dieudonné [2] when the coefficient domain is not commutative. Dieudonné has also considered the other classical groups in the finite-dimensional case. Mackey [9] has considered the problem for the multiplicative group of all bounded linear transformations with bounded inverses on an infinite-dimensional real normed linear space. The case studied by Mackey is included in our generalization of the full linear group.
The method of attack employed here is the standard one of investigating the way in which involutions are transformed by the isomorphisms plus an application of the fundamental theorem of projective geometry. However the special methods used in the investigation are refinements of methods introduced by Mackey in the paper mentioned above. The main results outlined are discussed in detail for linear transformations in [lO] for the full linear case and in [ll] for the other cases. 8 The extension to semi-linear transformations is sketched here for the first time.
2. Definitions. We consider first the notion of dual linear vector spaces as introduced by Dieudonné [é] and Jacobson [8] . Let 36 and £* be left and right linear vector spaces respectively over a division ring (skew field or sfield) V. Assume given a bilinear functional (x, x*) defined on 36X36* to D which is nondegenerate in the sense that (x, x*) =0 for all x (resp. all x*) implies x* = 0 (resp. x = 0) ; then 36 and 36* are said to be dual relative to (x, x*). If 36 denotes the right vector space of all linear functionals on 3c and if (x, x) denotes the value of the functional x at x, then 36 and 36 are evidently dual relative to (x, x). In general, if 3Ê and 9£* are dual relative to (x, x*), then (x, x*), for fixed x*, defines a linear functional on 36. Hence 36* can be regarded as a subspace of 36. Similarly, 36 can be regarded as a subspace of 36*. In case 36 is finite-dimensional, we necessarily have X*=f.
Let 96 be a left linear vector space over D and let T be a transformation defined on 36 to 36. The transformation T is said to be semilinear provided it is additive and there exists an automorphism a-^a T of O such that (ax)T = a T (xT) for all «GO and x(536. Now, if 36* is dual to 36 relative to (x, x*), then (xT, x*) 7 "" 1 defines, for fixed x*, a linear functional on 36. If for every x* there exists y* in 36* such that (xT, x*) T-1 = (x, 3/*), then x*T*=y* defines a semi-linear transformation r* on 36* with associated automorphism r" 1 of D. When T* exists, it is uniquely determined and is called the adjoint of T. Similarly, T is called the adjoint of T* and we write T-(T*)*. If T and 5 are semi-linear on 36 with associated automorphisms r and a of D, then TS is a semi-linear transformation on 36 with automorphism ra. Also, if r* and 5* exist, then (T\S)* exists and is equal to 5*2"*. If J 1 * exists and T has an inverse T~l, then (T"" 1 )* exists and is equal to (r*) _1 . We can therefore consider the multiplicative group o£(36, D, 36*) of all semi-linear transformations on 36 which have adjoints as well as multiplicative inverses. 4 These groups and certain subgroups of them provide us with our desired generalizations of the full linear group. Included here will be the group of all linear transformations in *£(3£, D, 36*). The latter group obviously reduces to the 3 In the papers [10, 11 ] , the group operation is taken as the circle operation, A o J3 = A-\-B-ABy instead of multiplication as is done here. However, the two groups obtained are isomorphic under the mapping A->I-A, where I is the identity transformation. 4 Strictly speaking, the notation «^(36, 0,36*) should exhibit the bilinear functional classical full linear group if 3£ is finite-dimensional and D is a field. For want of a better terminology we shall refer to the groups considered here as "full linear groups," although they may contain semilinear transformations and need not exhaust <£(36, £>, 36*).
Next we consider the notion of a self-dual linear vector space. Again let 36 be a left linear vector space over the division ring D. Furthermore, assume given an involution a-»ce* (that is, an antiautomorphism of period two) in V and a functional (x, y) defined on 9ÊX36 to O and called a scalar product with the following properties: (1) (x, y) is linear in x for each y. (2) (x, y) = 0 for all y implies x = 0. (3) (x, y) =e(y, x)* 9 where €= ± 1 is a constant independent of x and y. Under these conditions 36 is said to be self-dual. In fact, if X* denotes a right linear vector space over D which is identical with 36 except with right multiplication by scalars defined by xa = a*x, then H and 36* are dual relative to (x, y). Two vectors x, y in 36 are said to be orthogonal, written xl.y> provided (x, y) = 0. If 9ft is a subspace of 36, then 9ft
x will denote the set of all vectors in 36 each of which is orthogonal to every vector in 9ft. Evidently 9ft
x is a linear subspace of 36 and is called the orthogonal complement of 9ft. A subspace 9ft is said to be isotropic provided 9ftO9ft-V(0). If gftcgft-1 -, then 9ft is said to be totally isotropic. The maximum possible dimension for a totally isotropic subspace of 36 is called the index of 36. A vector x such that (x, x) =0 is called an isotropic vector. In general, even when a subspace 9ft is nonisotropic (that is, 9ftn9ft J -= (0)), we do not have 36 = 9ft©9ft ± . On the other hand, if 9ft is finite-dimensional and nonisotropic, it is true that 36 = 9ft©9ft
x [ll, Lemma 1.1 ]. Self-dual spaces fall naturally into two classes. In the first, every vector is isotropic, which implies that D must be a field with identity mapping as involution and € = -1. These spaces are called symplectic. On the other hand, if there exist nonisotropic vectors in the space, a trivial modification of the involution and scalar product yields € = 1. In this case the space is called unitary. It will be assumed hereafter that the self-dual spaces considered are either symplectic or unitary (that is, if 36 is not symplectic, then € = 1). Now let T be a semi-linear transformation on the self-dual space 36 with r as the associated automorphism of €>. It is natural to call a second transformation T* on 36 the adjoint of T provided {xT, y) = (x, yT*) T for all x and y [7] . If T* exists, then it is unique and is a semi-linear transformation with a-»a* T_1 * as the associated automorphism of D. Suppose in addition that IT has the property T* = T~l. Since T~l is a semi-linear transformation with automorphism r _1 , it follows that r"" 1 = *r~" 1 *, or what amounts to the same thing, r com-mutes with the involution (a T *=a* r , for all a). Furthermore, (xT> yT) = (x, y) r for all x and y. The set of all semi-linear transformations on 36 such that T* = T~l constitutes a group under multiplication which will be denoted by «£*(3£, D), in the general self-dual case, and by o£s(#f £*) or <Cu(%> O) according as 36 is symplectic or unitary. These groups and certain subgroups of them constitute the desired generalizations of the classical symplectic and unitary groups. In the unitary case when O is a field with involution a*^a, we obtain generalizations of the classical orthogonal groups which may be denoted by </jo(%, D). Thus, for our purposes, the orthogonal groups are included among the unitary groups so do not require separate treatment.
In order to simplify our discussion, we shall assume throughout that the vector spaces involved are infinite-dimensional, although everything goes through without change for sufficiently large finite dimensions. It will also be necessary for us to restrict attention to characteristic different from two and, in the unitary case when the index is not zero, to avoid the finite fields GF(3) and GF{9) as coefficients. If the groups considered contain only linear transformations, then the exclusion of the field GF{9) in the unitary case can be dropped. These are the only restrictions imposed in the discussion which follows.
Involutions.
Let ï be a left linear vector space over the division ring D and let T be a semi-linear transformation on 36 for which T 2 = I. Such transformations are called involutions and play an important role in the proofs of the isomorphism theorems to be stated below. Observe that the automorphism r of D associated with an involution T is of period two (T 2 = 1). Since X is not of characteristic two, every involution T determines a unique direct sum decomposition 36 = 9ft©9t of the additive group of 36 such that xT~x for x in 9ft and xT = -x for x in 9Ï; that is, J" coincides with the identity transformation I on 9ft and with -I on 31. The components 9ft and 91 are called the subspaces of T although they are linear subspaces in H if, and only if, T is a linear transformation. Observe that 9ft = 36(J+jT) and 9ï = £(I-T) and, for x in X, the decomposition x -m+n with m in 9ft and n in % is given by m -(x+xT)/2 and n = (x -xT)/2. It is easy to verify that an arbitrary additive transformation Z commutes with the involution T if, and only if, 2KZcg» and WZQW.
Let T be a linear involution with subspaces 93Î and 5ft. Then T is called minimal if 9Î is one-dimensional, maximal if 9ft is one-dimensional, and extremal if either 9ft or 5ft is one-dimensional. If % is a self-dual space and T is a linear involution such that T*=*T 9 then T is in o£*(36, O) and the corresponding decomposition of H has the form Ï = SDÎ09ÎÎ-L . Conversely, if X = 9ft 09ft 1 and T is an involution with subspaces 9ft and 9K X , then T is in o£*(3Ê, D). It is obvious that the subspaces associated with a linear involution in *£*(36, D) must be nonisotropic. An involution in -£*(£, D) is minimal if, and only if, it has the form xT~x -2(x, u)(u, u)~xu, where u is a fixed element of 36. Hence c£s(36, V) contains no extremal involutions according to our definition. On the other hand, although a symplectic space contains no one-dimensional nonisotropic subspaces, it is true that there exist many two-dimensional subspaces which are nonisotropic. In fact, every isotropic vector in an arbitrary self-dual space can be embedded in a nonisotropic two-dimensional subspace. Since 36 = 9ft ©9ft 1 , for 9ft a finite-dimensional nonisotropic subspace of 9£, it follows that «£s(36, O) contains linear involutions with two-dimensional subspaces. Therefore, if T is a linear involution in o£s(3£, O) with subspaces 9ft and 9ft
x (xT = x for #£9ft and xT= -x for xÇz < $l L ), then it is appropriate to define T to be maximal or minimal according as 9ft or 9ft 1 is two-dimensional and extremal in either case.
In order to handle nonlinear involutions a reduction, which is suggested by an argument used by Dieudonné [2, p. 9] in a slightly different situation, is required. The next problem here is to give a group theoretical characterization of extremal involutions. First let ^ denote an arbitrary set of involutions in the group under consideration and denote by c(13) the set of all those involutions in the group which commute with each element of C B. Now let T be an arbitrary involution in the group and denote by VT the maximum number of elements which can occur in c(c(T, T')) where T' is any involution which commutes with T. Also denote by v the maximum value which VT can have. The following lemma, whose proof will be omitted, enables one to evaluate the quantities v and VT. ) is equal to 16. It is not difficult to construct linear involutions 7\ and T 2 in the group such that no P t -is zero; hence we obtain p = 16. If either Ti or T 2 is not linear, then in order for ^€iPi to be a semi-linear transformation the coefficients e* can no longer be independently chosen; in fact, it turns out that c(c (Ti, T 2 ) ) contains only the elements ±7, ± 7\, ± T 2l ± 7\7Y This same result holds if either 7\ or T 2 is extremal or if either T\ or T 2 is equal to ± I. These remarks lead to the following lemma.
LEMMA 2. (i) T linear but not extremal is equivalent to VT~V. (ii) T either extremal or nonlinear is equivalent to VT=V/2. (iii) T equal to ± / is equivalent to VT -V/A.
The above lemma gives a group-theoretic characterization of nontrivial linear involutions which are not extremal but does not distinguish between extremal involutions and nonlinear involutions. On the other hand, it is not difficult to see that any extremal involution can be written as a product of two commuting linear non-extremal involutions. This remark plus Lemma 2 gives the desired characterization of extremal involutions. LEMMA 
An involution T is extremal if, and only if, VT = V/2 and there exist involutions T\ and T 2j with J>T 1 = PT 2 -V, such that T=TiT 2 -r 2 7v
This criterion for extremal involutions is valid for any subgroups of -£(X, O, 3Ê*) or <£*(#, O) provided only that the subgroups contain all minimal involutions. Such subgroups need not contain -ƒ in which case it turns out that v = 8 instead of 16. Included here are the groups of linear transformations for which the above discussion becomes considerably simpler. The criterion also applies for finite dimensions at least equal to ten in the symplectic case and to five in the other cases. However, it breaks down for lower dimensions since an extremal involution can no longer be written as a product of nonextremal linear involutions. On the other hand, if the groups contain only linear transformations, then Lemma 2 gives a criterion for extremal involutions which applies for dimensions greater than six in the symplectic case and greater than three in the other cases. For lower dimensions, the linear involutions are all extremal.
We pass now to the isomorphism theorems and consider the full linear case first. and £(9, £, §)*) and let Ç,X be subgroups of .£(.*. °. 36*), «£($, 6, g)*) respectively which contain all minimal involutions in each case. Also assume given an isomorphic mapping G->g{G) of Ç onto 3C and denote by £o the multiplicative group consisting of the nonzero elements of £. The following theorem gives the form of g in this situation. In order to state the theorem, some definitions are required. First, a one-to-one mapping $ of 36 onto §) is called an isomorphism of 36 onto g) if it is additive and there exists an isomorphism a-*a* of V onto £ such that (ax)$ =a*(x<&) for all a in D and x in 3E. Similarly, a one-to-one mapping * of 36 onto §)* is called an isomorphism of 36 <W/Ö 2)* if it is additive and there exists an antiisomorphism <j> of O onto 6 such that (ax)^ = (x^)a <t> . Next, a mapping G-*x(G) of (ƒ into £o is called a crossed character of Ç in £o [l] if there exists a homomorphism G-^a(G) of (^into the group of automorphisms of £o such that x(GiG 2 ) ~x(Giy (Gi) 
If cr(G) = 1 for all G, then x(G) is called a character of Ç in £ 0 . THEOREM I. The isomorphism g tes, /#r all G in Ç, one of the two forms: (i) g(G) = x (G)$-l G®,
(ii) g(G) = (*~1G*x(G))*, *tóm? 3> ** case (i) is an isomorphism of 36 0w/0 §) #^ ^w £#se (ü) is an isomorphism of 36 onto §)* awd x(G) is a crossed character* of Ç in £0.
COROLLARY. If the groups consist of linear transformations, then x(G) is a character of Ç in the center of £0.
The proof of Theorem I is too long to be given in detail here; 7 however it is possible to outline the main ideas which rely heavily on methods introduced by Mackey [9] .
By the group-theoretic characterization of extremal involutions given in Lemma 3 of the preceding section, it follows that g establishes a one-to-one correspondence between extremal involutions in Ç and in 3C. In order to use this fact it is necessary to formulate a group-theoretic criterion for two (noncommutative) extremal involutions to have a common subspace. This is given in the next lemma, whose proof will be omitted. , T 2 ) ). Therefore xG* and xG are linearly dependent for all x. This implies that G* is equal to a scalar multiple of G. Returning to g(G), we obtain case (i) of the theorem. That %(G) is a crossed character in £ 0 is immediate from the fact that G-»g(G) is a group isomorphism. The case in which $ maps 36 onto §)* is treated similarly and leads to case (ii) of the theorem.
LEMMA 4. Two noncommutative extremal involutions Ti and T 2 have a common subspace if, and only if, c(c(Ti> T 2 )) =c(c(Ui, U 2 )) for every pair Uu U 2 of noncommutative extremal involutions in c(c(Ti
The above theorem is true and the proof outlined here applies also in the finite-dimensional case provided only that the vector spaces have dimension at least equal to five. If the groups contain only linear transformations, then the minimum dimension five can be replaced by three. The finite-dimensional case for groups of linear transformations is due essentially to Dieudonné [2, pp. 7, 15 ] who considered automorphisms rather than isomorphisms. Dieudonné also disposes of the case when the characteristic is equal to two. Hua [6, p. 101 ] extended the Dieudonné results to dimension two. When the coefficient domain is a (commutative) field, these cases follow from results of Schreier and van der Waerden [12] whose methods are quite different from those used here. The following infinitedimensional case has been considered by Mackey [9] . Let X be an infinite-dimensional real normed linear space and take the dual space 36* as the space of all bounded linear functionals on 36. Then «£(36, O, 36*) is the group of all bounded linear transformations on 36 which have inverses. Mackey [9] proved that isomorphism of two groups of this type implies isomorphism of the vector spaces but did not obtain the form of the group isomorphism in terms of the vector space isomorphism. Construction of the isomorphism of the vector space is, of course, the main part of the proof of Theorem I and the methods introduced by Mackey carry over without essential modification to the general case. As a matter of fact, Mackey had already observed [9] that his discussion could be applied to the group of all linear transformations in .£(36, D, X*) when <D is the real numbers. He calls the dual pair 36, 36* a linear system. '. This fact is ensured by the following lemma. LEMMA 
Let T\ and T 2 be extremal symplectic involutions. Then a necessary and sufficient condition for the two-dimensional subspaces of T\ and T 2 to intersect in a one-dimensional subspace is that c(c(Ti, T 2 )) = c(c(Ui, U 2 )) for every pair Ui and U 2 of noncommutative extremal involutions in c(c(Z\, T 2 )).
It turns out that [x] ' is independent of the choice of Ti, T 2 so that [#]<-»[x]' gives the desired one-to-one correspondence in this case. In the unitary case, 7\ and T 2 are not extremal but each can be written as a product of two extremal involutions. This implies that Q(JHI) and g(r 2 ) each has a two-dimensional subspace and an additional argument shows that these two-dimensional subspaces intersect in an isotropic one-dimensional subspace [x]' which is independent of the choice of Sfti and SDÎ 2 -The resulting correspondence between isotropic one-dimensional subspaces plus that already obtained for the nonisotropic one-dimensional subspaces provides us with the desired one-to-one correspondence The above theorem is true and the proof outlined applies to the finite-dimensional case provided that the vector spaces have dimen-sions at least equal to ten. In the unitary case with zero index, it is enough to have the dimensions at least equal to five. If the groups contain only linear transformations, then these minimum dimensions can be replaced by six and three respectively. For the finitedimensional symplectic case and automorphisms of groups of linear transformations, Hua [5] has proved the above theorem for dimensions at least equal to two. Hua's result was extended by Dieudonné [2, p. 39 ] to include the case of characteristic two. Dieudonné [2, pp. 51, 79, 82] has also considered the finite-dimensional orthogonal and unitary cases (characteristic not equal to two) for automorphisms of groups of linear transformations when the dimension is at least equal to three and the index is different from zero. However, in the unitary case, he restricts the coefficient domain to the following two special instances: (1) the generalized quaternions (reflexive sfield [2, p. 81]) with involution equal to the conjugate and (2) a field f^ which is a separable extension of degree two over a field ^0 with involution in t^ equal to that automorphism of t^ over i^o different from the identity. In the latter instance, the cases Kjd = GF(3) or GF(5) are excluded for dimension three. The only case considered by Dieudonné for index zero is the orthogonal with dimension of the vector space equal to three [2, p. 52].
6. Remarks. The proofs outlined above give a relatively uniform treatment of all of the groups considered for infinite or sufficiently high dimensions. It is worth noting the contrast with the proofs given by Dieudonné for the finite-dimensional cases. Dieudonné also makes some use of the methods introduced by Mackey as well as methods of Schreier and van der Waerden. However he relies heavily on structure theory [3] which leads to a great multiplicity of cases. This also explains his restriction to nonzero index in the orthogonal and unitary cases since the structure theory is not available here for index zero. It also explains his restriction of the coefficient domain in the unitary case. Needless to say, there is practically no structure theory available in the infinite-dimensional cases. The proofs sketched in the preceding sections rely much more heavily on Mackey's methods and represent a fairly thorough exploitation of those methods. On the other hand, these methods break down for characteristic equal to two and extension of the isomorphism theorems to infinite dimensions for characteristic two has yet to be done. Even in finite dimensions only the full linear and symplectic groups have been considered for characteristic two [2, p. 93 ]. Hua, in his treatment of the questions considered here, uses still other methods based on direct calculation with matrices which are quite effective for low dimensions where the other methods run into difficulties.
The projective group associated with a group Ç of linear transformations may be defined as the group Ç modulo its center Z. If Ç is one of the classical groups, then Z reduces to scalar multiples óf the identity transformation where the scalars belong to the center of the coefficient ring. When the group Ç is allowed to contain semi-linear transformations, it is natural to take Z, instead of equal to the center of Ç, equal to the group of all scalar multiples of the identity which belong to Ç. It would be desirable to extend the isomorphism theorems discussed above to the corresponding projective groups. This has been done by Dieudonné [2] for automorphisms of the linear groups in finite dimension, 10 the main result being that an automorphism of the projective group is induced by an automorphism of the associated group of linear transformations (with exceptions, of course, among the low dimensions). A study of involutions in the projective group Ç/Z leads to consideration of "projective involutions" in Ç; that is, transformations T in Ç such that r 2 = fI£Z. The problem then is to characterize within the projective group Ç/Z those elements which are determined by extremal involutions in Ç. In other words, one has to distinguish, modulo Z, the extremal involutions from the other projective involutions in Ç. Once such a characterization of extremal involutions is obtained, the way is clear to apply the methods of the preceding sections to the projective groups. We are, as yet, unable to deal adequately with the projective groups in infinite dimensions but hope to return to this problem at another time.
It seems probable that the isomorphism theorems can be obtained for certain coefficient domains more general than division rings. An interesting case would be that of an integral domain. As another example, consider an î^-module S (that is, 3 is an additive group which admits elements of the ring ^ as operators) and assume given an involution in ^. In an obvious way, one can extend the notion of a self-dual vector space to this situation and so obtain generalized symplectic and unitary groups <£*(£, 21). The generalized unitary groups obtained in this way contain as special cases groups of the form c£(X, V, 36*). This fact suggests the possibility of an even more uniform treatment of the problems considered here.
